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Purim @ KTC Primary
Wow! What a Purim! Baruch Hashem our students enjoyed a fabulous Purim experience, replete with all four Purim Mitzvos and an
awesome non-stop day of entertainment and fun!
Each class started ITS day with a joyous Purim Davening, followed by special Megillah readings. It was beautiful and inspiring to
see the students following along in their Megillah booklets with respect and in absolute silence for the entire reading! The students
then rushed off to class where they shared Mishloach Manos and warm Purim messages with one another and gave Tzedaka for
Matanos L’evyonim.
Following recess, all the students joined together for Torah, Tefillah and song in a special rally led by Rabbi Straiton, which was then
followed by a terrific Circus Show.
The students enjoyed their BBQ Seudah and were treated to a spectacular Purim themed Carnival put on by our Year 6 students
with the assistance of Ms. Rudansky.
Thank you to our sponsors, including Rabbi Aaron and Dini Groner, Rabbi Yaacov and Musky Chaiton and Mimi Niasoff for their
contributions to the Mitzvos of this important day.
A massive thank you to all the Primary teachers and staff for their incredible efforts to make the day the amazing experience it was!

The Next 3 Weeks at KTC
Week 7
Tue

13 - Mar

ASISSA Swimming Carnival
Yr K Parent Information Night
Yr 7-8 Basketball Gala Day

Thu

15-Mar

Boys' Parent Teacher

Fri

16 - Mar

National Anti-Bullying Day

Sat

17 - Mar

Rosh Chodesh Nissan

19 - Mar

Girls' Parent Teacher

Wed

21 - Mar

Harmony Day

Fri

23 - Mar

Earth Hour Activities

Sat

24 - Mar

Earth Hour

Week 8
Mon

Week 9
Tue

27 - Mar

Yud Aleph Nissan

Thu

29 - Mar

KTC Closed

Fri

30 - Mar

Public Holiday - KTC Closed

Sat

31 - Mar

Pesach Day 1

Sun

1 - Apr

Pesach Day 2

Dvar Torah
Parsha: VAYAKHEL -PEKUDEI
The materials for the building the Mishkan were to be provided by voluntary contribution. The words Moshe Rabeinu chose to tell
the people to donate articles and materials are significant. He did not say "Give to the Mishkan but instead "Take". This demonstrates the Jewish idea of sanctifying things for a holy purpose and the giving of charity. When we perform a mitzva with our
money and possessions, we are not giving anything to the Almighty. In fact, by the acceptance of our property for a good purpose
we are elevating it and are really benefiting by the change. We are not giving something but taking. When Avrohom invited
his guests, he did not say "I shall give you some bread" but "I shall take some bread".
DONATIONS TO THE MISHKAN
Moshes words so inspired the people that within two days more than sufficient had been donated. The women brought their most
precious jewellery and the polished copper plates which they had used in place of mirrors. Those women who were experts at
weaving performed the task of weaving the tapestries. Men who were expert craftsmen stepped forward to perform the many works
of exquisite beauty which were needed to complete the Mishcan. Most of the Sidrah and a large portion of the following one relate
how the craftsmen completed the work in every detail, exactly as Hakodosh Baruch Hu had told Moshe. With the word of Hashem
it is insufficient merely to fulfil the command in a general way. Every detail is of the utmost importance, and even though we do not
grasp its significance, we must carry out the words of Hashem right down to the minutest detail.
Have a good Shabbos,
Rabbi Liebermann

Early Learning
Reflecting on Learning
Reflecting on Learning
The Early Years Learning Framework guides our practice at KTC. It supports the team in reflecting on practice, guiding the children in
learning choices and creating an environment that says you belong, you can be and you can become.
Belonging
Experiencing belonging – knowing where and with whom you belong – is integral to human existence. Children belong first to a family, a
cultural group, a neighbourhood and a wider community. Belonging acknowledges children’s interdependence with others and the basis
of relationships in defining identities. In early childhood, and throughout life, relationships are crucial to a sense of belonging. Belonging
is central to being and becoming in that it shapes who children are and who they can become.
“You belong in your house with your family” – Dong
Being
Childhood is a time to be, to seek and make meaning of the world. Being recognises the significance of the here and now in children’s
lives. It is about the present and them knowing themselves, building and maintaining relationships with others, engaging with life’s joys
and complexities, and meeting challenges in everyday life. The early childhood years are not solely preparation for the future but also
about the present.
“If you want to be a mermaid you can imagine” – Jazmine
Becoming
Children’s identities, knowledge, understandings, capacities, skills and relationships change during childhood. They are shaped by many
different events and circumstances. Becoming reflects this process of rapid and significant change that occurs in the early years as
young children learn and grow. It emphasises learning to participate fully and actively in society.
Early Years Learning Framework 2009
At our recent reflection meeting one of the teachers shared a painting by a child in her room. The painting caused her to wonder and
she shared her thoughts with her colleagues. This sharing process generated
a deeper understanding of the child’s knowledge, skills and interests. It also
provided strategies for scaffolding learning further.
Talia’s understanding of her Jewish culture…
Talia painted a Sukkah.
Talia said “Sukkot is special to me because I love eating in the Sukkah. I’m
sitting at the table in the sukkah. I painted apples, oranges, bananas and
grapes.
There is a ladder so I can climb up and hang the fruit on the sukkah.”

Reflecting on the Early Years Learning Framework, Talia is developing a knowledgeable and confident self-identity and she is
becoming
an effective communicator as she uses the creative arts to express her ideas about Sukkot and shares aspects of
her Jewish culture. (Outcome 1.3 and 5.3)

Early Learning
A Pictorial Journey of Being, Becoming and Belonging
We hope you are enjoying our daily diaries and how they reveal the children being, belonging and becoming.
The images below are an invitation to reflect on the learning journeys currently occurring throughout KTC. What do you see? Why
not share your reflections with your child’s teachers.

Early Learning
Updates
I would like to thank the children, staff and families for their patience in the redevelopment of our classroom. The space is taking
shape and painting starts next week. We can’t wait to share this space with you.
Our school website is also undergoing a 'makeover' and we will be launching our ‘new look’ soon. The current website is still a
useful tool for accessing school policies and information. Some of the policies are generic to the whole school, for example the
Complaints Policy http://www.kessertorah.nsw.edu.au/pdf/Policies/resolving_complaints_2018.pdf
whereas the Leave Policy and procedure is different (a copy of which can be sent to you via email from Aviva Yesgar, our
enrolment office r(aviva.yesgar@kktc.nsw.edu.au) or myself (virginia.aghan@ktc.nsw.edu.com).
Dates for Your Diary
Monday 12th March: Matzoh Bakery for Gefen, Rimon and Tamar Rooms
Tuesday 13th March: Year K Parent Information Evening
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 26th to 28th: Pesach Celebrations
Thursday 29th March: School is closed for Pesach

Primary School
Learning Centre
“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I remember, involve me and I learn”. (Benjamin Franklin).
Welcome back to what is already an exciting and dynamic 2018! It has been a hive of activity in the Learning
Centre with the organisation of new initiatives and the preparation of individualised learning targets and
resources to foster and enhance the students’ literacy outcomes. The focus continues to be on literacy skill
development, student interests and the celebration of success within a vibrant, multi-sensory learning
environment.
A variety of new and exciting resources and incentive systems have been introduced to assist students to experience optimum
learning. Our new token economy was inspired by Tom Rath’s book, How Full is Your Bucket? When students work towards
achieving a literacy target, apply a new skill and/or show positive behaviours, they are rewarded with coloured stones in their very
own bucket (refer to below photograph). This is a tangible and visual practice to encourage responsibility for learning, whilst building
self- esteem and emotional wellbeing. Positive reinforcement, nurturing and encouragement remain at the core of the Learning
Centre’s philosophy, a value that is shared passionately by all Learning Support staff.
There are a myriad of reasons why students may experience learning difficulties, one of which may be vision-related. Some
common observable cues to vision and/or visual perceptual difficulties may be poor tracking of text, word or letter omissions,
substitution and/or omission of words/letters and/or poor spacing between letters/words when writing. We have recently itroduced
vision screening by an experienced optometrist to exclude eye-related problems as a cause of literacy difficulties.
Additionally, the introduction of coloured reading overlays (see below photograph), are used to improve the brain’s ability to process
visual
information. This colour-based technology filters out offensive light waves, so the brain can accurately process visual information.
These new initiatives are an exciting step forward in assisting students with vision-related difficulties.
In 2018, we once again enjoy the opportunity of working with our students, not only in the Learning Centre on a one on one
and small group basis, but also in the classrooms. We collaborate with the classroom teachers, through the sharing of ideas
and effective strategies to support the students in the classroom. In addition, both the Learning Support staff and the classroom
teachers, contribute to an individualised document that includes practical methods to accommodate for and make adjustments to
teaching and learning for our students. We share a vision of providing our students with the greatest opportunities to reach their
potential; and then move beyond.
If a child can’t learn the way we teach, maybe we should teach the way they learn” (Ignacio Estrada).
And this is what we do in the Learning Centre ……
Wendy Altman
Coordinator Learning Support

Primary School

Friday 16 March 2018
Gold Coin Donation
We are raising money to buy a friendship bench for
the playground
Wear odd socks for Anti-Bullying Day and stand
together against Bullying!

Design a poster
────
Make it bright and
colourful
────
Create a catchy
Slogan
────
Include pictures,
photos or
drawings
────
Will you be the

ANTI-BULLYING
DAY POSTER
COMPETITION

winner?

Hand your
poster to your
class teacher
by Thursday
15 March 2018

National Anti - Bullying Day
Friday the 16th of March is National Anti - Bullying Day

Primary School
Year 4
Year 4 have been exploring art styles and culture by researching and reading about art genres throughout History. They created
their own art works, adhering to techniques presented by famous artists such as Monet and Andy Warhol. We look forward to
visiting the Art Gallery of N.S.W. on Monday 12 March. We also observed the art work titled 'Pay the Rent' by Richard Bell in order
to learn about history through different sources. We could find similarities and differences presented between the attitudes of
artists and song writers such as Paul Kelly.

Parent / Teacher Interviews
Dear Parents,
Please note that there has been a change in advertised dates for parent/teacher interviews:
Thursday 15 March - 2-6 Boys, Years KB, 1A and 1B
Monday 19 March - 2-6 Girls, Years KA, 1A and 1B

ICAS Competitions
We have extended the closing date for entries into the ICAS Competition. If you would like to enter your
child into these competitions, please return the money and form to Gail Gottlieb by Tuesday 13th March.
No entries can be accepted after this date.
Competition						
Digital Technologies (Years 3-6)					
Science (Years 2-6)						
Spelling (Years 2-6)						
English (Years 2-6)						
Mathematics (Years 2-6)						

Date of Competition
Tuesday, 8 May 2018
Tuesday, 29 May 2018
Wednesday, 13 June 2018
Tuesday, 31 July 2018
Tuesday, 14 August 2018

Primary School
Purim @ KTC Primary

Primary School
Chidon 5778

After many months of hard work and sweat together with tremendous effort and perseverance two of our Chidon contestants from
the girls side of the school departed for New York to partake and enjoy an unforgettable experience, the annual INTERNATIONAL
CHIDON in Crown Heights! The build-up has been palpable and on Monday morning Liorah Kessel and Shani Spielman rose
before sun rise to make sure they had all packed and were ready for their long flight to the Big Apple! After a long journey which
unfortunately included a delay and a missing of a flight they have arrived safely at their destination and have even had a chance to
enjoy some snow!
The Chidon is aimed at exciting the children about learning the Rambam's Sefer Hamitzvos. Over the course of the last 12 months
the children have been sitting a series of tests for which they have had to achieve a high average to be able to attend this amazing
event! After their arrival in New York they will have to sit a final test (our children might be sitting now as you read this article!) The
children join with others their age from around the world. They make new friends and hear what it is like to live in other parts of the
world! On Sunday is the grand event which is accompanied by much fan fare and splendor celebrating the accomplishments of
these children who have displayed commitment and resilience. They have gained an understanding of Halacha and an appreciation of its application. The children are given an opportunity to share ideas and discuss what they have learnt. It is abuzz with much
activity!
We are proud of our representatives and look forward to them reporting back on their experiences! We would like to thank Mrs
Kessel for the girls and Mayer Brook for the boys (going next week) who accompanied the children from door-step to door-step
and are being the chaperones for our children! We would also like to mention the unbelievable hachnosas orchim that has been
displayed by overseas families that have opened their doors to accommodate our boys contingent who will be departing on Tuesday
next week! We wish them luck and also can't wait to hear from them!

Torah Club
Yr K-1B started working on their Haggada Divrei Torah and decorated the cover page with Pesach symbols.

Primary School

Mishmor

Yr K-1B started working on their Haggada Divrei Torah and decorated the cover page with Pesach symbols.

Yr K-1G focused on the 10 makos and started their 10 makos project while singing Pesach songs.

Primary School
Mishmor
Yr K-B focused on Yud Aleph Nissan, the Rebbe’s birthday. They learned about the Rebbe’s life and heard many stories.

Yr 2-3 B started making their pop up Haggada Divrei Torah! More to come....

High School
Parent / Teacher Interviews
Please note: we have changed the Boys' Parent / Teacher Evening to: Thursday 15 March (5:00 - 8:00 pm)
The Girls' Parent Teacher is unchanged, on Monday 19 March (5:00 - 8:00 pm).
Please note that it is important that your children are present at the Parent-Teacher meeting in order to hear feedback from
their teachers, with their parents. This is an integral part of the School-Parent-Student relationship.
The location for all parent/teacher interviews is in t he Multi Purpose Hall.

Boys' High School
Music
This term in Music, Year 7 and 8 have been focusing on the basics of Music Theory. They have taken part in rhythmic activities
using body percussion, instruments and singing to apply the skills learnt in class. As a Cellist, I was able to bring in my Cello
and play for the students, with some of them even having a go! There is some great talent in the classes and I look forward to
seeing the students' music skills develop over the year.

Art
Emanuel Cohavi Yr 11 Visual Arts working on collage techniques for a unit of work based on Assemblage Art .

Injured Soldier Speaks
The BHS had the great opportunity to hear from an injured IDF soldier who has made a remarkable recovery thanks to Beit Halochem.
We thank the ZDVO for facilitating this visit.

Boys' High School
Nursing Home Megillah Reading
Dear Rabbi Chaiton,
What a wonderful Purim our Woollahra residents enjoyed. Thanks to Rabbi Amzalak for his reading of the Megillah and KTC students
whose music was greatly enjoyed by our residents. An added bonus was the distribution of Mishloach Manot by the students, which
the residents enjoyed while being entertained.
One of the residents commented how wonderful it was to have the students come into her home (Monte Woollahra) to read the
Megillah, it reminded her of her childhood when her Bobba was toO ill to attend Shul and the Rabbi came into their home to read the
Megillah.

Shushan Purim
On Friday a special program was held in honour of Shushan Purim. The program included dancing, team-building games and special
learning.

Boys' High School
Mivtzoim
Jerome had a meeting with a gentleman from our Mivtzoim Route, by the name ofHoward.
Howard , who usually says the whole shema (3 paragraphs) quickly said all the brochos and only Shema
and Veahavta as he was in a rush to catch the meeting.
As we were wrapping up the tefillin in preparation to put on tefillin with another yid in the shared office,
Jerome pops into the office and asks if he can put on "those things" too!
Blonde, blue eyes and a thick Aussie accent, he could have have fooled us for a Jew and we apologetically declined explaining we have to see another Jew in the office right at that moment.
Being persistent, Jerome toyed with us asking: "So you only do those things with Jews?"
Not knowing what to answer, Jerome broke the awkward silence and laughed: "No worries boys, I used
to put tefillin on too with other Jews just like you!"
Our suspicions were confirmed!
Jerome was Jewish!
We had a small chat and he mumbled something about how he used to put tefillin on when he lived in
Israel!
He wrapped himself and went on to his meeting with Howard!
Howard might've compromised on us trying to be punctual to his meeting and cutting his weekly encounter
with us short, but in return we helped Jerome do something he was all too familiar with and ensured both
participants had a more spiritual business meeting!
Have a Good Shabbos!
Koby Berkovits, Jonah Roberts and Levi Niasoff

Boys' High School

BS"D

BE SURE TO LOOKOUT FOR THE DETAILS
BS"D

FATHER AND
SON KUMZITZ
MOTZEI SHABBOS 10TH MARCH 2018
NIASOFF RESIDENCE
30 WATSON STREET, BONDI, 2026
9PM-10:15PM
YEAR 10/11
BRING YOUR INSTRUMENTS AND VOICES!
PIZZA AND SNACKS TO BE SERVED

Girls' High School
Music
This term in Music, Year 7 and 8 have been focusing on the basics of Music Theory. They have taken part in rhythmic activities
using body percussion, instruments and singing to apply the skills learnt in class. As a Cellist, I was able to bring in my Cello and
play for the students, with some of them even having a go! There is some great talent in the classes and I look forward to seeing
the students' music skills develop over the year.

Art
Yr 9 art class are doing a unit of work based around the Australian Heidelberg School. Here they are creating their own landscape
paintings.

Jenna Kramer Yr 12 experimenting with oil paints for her major HSC work.

Girls' High School
GHS Shushan Purim
GHS celebrated Shushan Purim with a Grand Newspaper Costume contest!
We discussed the idea that costumes sometimes hide the person or reveal the character traits hidden within. We also learned that
different costumes and personalities have important characteristics and that whatever position a person is in, there is a way that
they can serve Hashem and help others.

Girls' High School
Year 8 class making Hamentashen
Many thanks to the Year 8 girls for baking the hamentashen that we enjoyed at the Purim Party!

SHABBOS
DAY AND
MOTZEI
SHABBOS
PROGRAM

News / Announcements
PSG Roster
Monday 12 March

AM

Koveve Aumatangi

PM
Tuesday 13 March

AM
PM

Wednesday 14 March

AM

Rabbi Wolff

PM
Thursday 15 March

AM
PM

Friday 16 March

AM

Amanda Shapiro

PM

Mendy Barber

Community
Condolences
To Shani and Terry Diamond and family on the passing of Shani’s
mother
To Deborah and Rabbi Davey Blackman and family on the passing of
Deborah's father.
Mazel Tov
To Mushkie Israel on her engagement to David Feinberg (S.A.)
To Rabbi and Mrs Israel on the engagement of their daughter Mushkie
to David Feinberg
This week we celebrated the barmitzvah of Levi Kastel. A big Mazel
Tov to Levi and his family!

Community
s"xc

in conjunction with

proudly present

B’Yachad

A Ladies’ Evening of Song
Starring
Tessa Rosenberg | Lisa Nailand | Esther Leuchter
and also featuring
Women in Harmony and KTC Girls’ Choir
Tuesday, 13th March 2018
Kehillat Kadimah 666 Old South Head Road
at 7:30pm – doors open 7:00pm
Tickets: $25 | Student/Concession: $15
All proceeds to go towards the re-opening of Mikvah Aziza
Light supper will be served

AFTER
SCHOOL
SOCCER
CLASSES
Contact us to book your no obligation Free Trial
Our outstanding soccer program
encourages kids to get active in a fun
and energetic environment.
We focus on skills training to
improve balance, agility
and confidence.
Boys and Girls ages 3-12
Weekly sessions
Classes at Duddley Page Reserve

BOOK NOW
www.golaco.com.au
hello@golaco.com.au

.

Community
You are in good hands

1-2-3 MAGIC®
& EMOTION COACHING
PARENT WORKSHOP
A three-session program to help parents and carers (of children 2-12 years) to
manage their children’s behaviour and build their child’s emotional resourcefulness

VENUE:

JewishCare, 3 Saber Street Woollahra (free parking available)
DATES:

Tuesdays 6th, 13th, 20th March
TIME:

6.30pm – 9.00pm

AIMS


Provide parents the skills to take action in difficult-to-manage parenting situations



Determine how to choose the best strategy – Do nothing, listen or act?



Create a balance between too much talk and too much emotion



Increase children’s ability to self manage their emotions



Knowing how to avoid getting ‘hooked’ by children’s negative emotions
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SUNDAY 8 APRIL 7.00pm - 8.30pm
Clancy Auditorium, UNSW Free parking on campus

COURSE COSTS AND DURATION
The course costs $35/pp which includes workshop materials.
The course runs over 3 evenings. In order to get the most out of the workshop, it is important that you are
available to attend all 3 evenings.
TO BOOK AND FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES
https://www.trybooking.com/TQAP E: 123magic@jewishcare.com.au or call Mimi Zilka T: 9302 8037
WHAT PARENTS HAVE SAID …
“What a relief to come across a program that preserves the dignity of the child, maintains the self control of both the
parent and the child and is actually easy to remember when memory is the first thing to go!”
“I realized quickly that the 1-2-3 Magic can be a magnificent preventative measure that any parent can use to avoid
raising a child, who later down the line, needs excessive discipline or grows out of control.”

WEDNESDAY 11 APRIL 7.00pm - 8.30pm

YOM HASHOAH
Rebuilding lives

Masada College, St Ives

Inquiries: suzanne.green@nswjbd.com | 9360 1600

Photos courtesy of Joint Distribution Committee Archives

SUNDAY 8 APRIL
REMEMBRANCE CEREMONIES
10.30am Memorial Service and name reading
ceremony at Martyrs’ Memorial, Rookwood

WHO’S RUNNING IT?
JewishCare’s Manager of Family Support, Robyn Bernitz and Manager of Youth Services, Mimi Zilka will
be running the workshop. Both have extensive experience working with children and adolescents, and are
accredited trainers of the Parentshop ‘1-2-3 Magic & Emotion Training’ program.
This course is being run by a Parentshop® licensed practitioner. www.parentshop.com.au
JewishCare is a member of the
JCA family of organisations

FirstCall JewishCare 1300 133 660 W www.jewishcare.com.au
Find us on

(JewishCareNSW)

We welcome your feedback, please email newsletter@ktc.nsw.edu.au

